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Introduction

It is important to know the nnnber of wild smolts entering
the sea each year in Icel.and for a nurnber of managemental
reasons. The size of the annual salmon catch depends on the
number of outmigrating smolts one or tuo years earlier and the
survival of these smolts at sea. There are tyo possible says to
calculate the number of smolts-

One method. is to measure or estinate the production of
smolts in the rivers. The prod.uction of smol-ts in a river system
depends on the size and quality of accessible salmon rearing
habitat- The quantity and the quality of salmon rearing habitat
in Iceland has not been thoroughly mapped- Furthernore,
utilization of the habitat fron year to year varies, since age at
smoltification can change from time to tine and yearclasses of
juveniles are of different size, depending on clinatic cond.ition
and the size of spawning stock. Counting of smolts leaving a

river has only been done for feu rivers- Therefore, such an

analysis is not feasible.
The other way is to use known exploitation rates to

calculate the total run of adults returning to the river and then
to use known return rate of tagged wild smoJ"ts to backcalculate
the nurnber of smolts leaving the stream- Since, exploitation
rate and return rate is known for some salmon stocks in Iceland,
this is possible. Ocean fishery of salmon is banned. within
Icelandic 2OO miles fishing Iinits-
therefore most likely neglible.

Fishing mortality at sea is

This paper is an attempt to calculate the average number of
salmon snolts reaving rcelandic rivers each spring using the
latter method.-

Biological parameters

Salmon catch
Catch records are very accurate for most Icelandic rivers.

The average catch for 20 year interval was calculated for all
rivers in South and Western Iceland and North and Eastern
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Iceland, respectively- Standard d.eviation as well
confidence interval uere also calculated (Table l).

as 95 t

Exploitation rate
Based on known exploitation rates for some Icelandic rivers

for a number of years (D6r Gudj6nsson 1987, Sigurdur Gudjonsson
L988, Tumi Tomasson 1988) 5o t average exploitation rate is
assumed. -

Return rate
Return rate of tagged wild suolt is known for one river in

rceland., River Erri6daar. For the L975 smort-nigration the
return rate of tagged smolt was approximatery 20 t (rsaksson et
al- 1978) and for the 1985 smolt-migration it was approxinately
10 t (Jon Kristjansson 1987). Eandring and tagging reduces
survival somewhat so higher returns can be expected..

Ocean conditions
The ocean conditions are similar along the south and the

l'est coasts of rceland but are fluctuating from year to year
along the north and the east coasts (Asthorsson et ar. L9a2).
The tine imediately after the smolts migrate to sea is most
critical and survival rate depends on the cond.itions at that tine
(Eartt L98O, Scarnecchia 1994). The survival of smolts at sea is
thus likely to be more fluctuating in northern and eastern salmon
stocks. Return rates in ocean ranching experiments in north
Iceland have in general been l-ower than in west Iceland. The
smolt production of northern and. eastern rivers is also observed
to fluctuate more than in southern and Eestern rivers as seen
from electro-fishing surveys for juveniles-

Grilse-salnon ratio
Eigher proportion of the run in the north and the east is

salmon, whereas grilse are more common in the south and the yest.
The overall return rate in the north and the east is thus loser
because of mortality during the second year at sea. only known
ocean fishing m,o.r.tality occurs at that stage alttrough on a
neglible scale.



Assurned survival
Since survival at sea fluctuates, returns based on 10 t, 15

t aad 20 t survival were calculated for both areas- Eoreyer, due

to the above reasotrs , 20 !t return rates were assumed f or salmon
stocks from rivers in south and west Iceland, but a lower return
rate , of 15 $, was assumed for northern and eastern rivers
(Table 21.

Conclusions
Based on these assumptions, the average annual number of

sild srnolts from Icelandic rivers is approximatel.y 58O.OOO.

Thereof approximately 375.OOO smolts ( t 10 t) are from southern
and yestern rivers and approximately 2O8.OOO smolts ( t 20 t)
from northern and eastern rivers (TabIe 2', .

l{ode 1l ing
A mod.el to stimulate ideas to scientifically based

approaches to management was proposed at the meeting of the study
!troup on the Norwegian Sea and Faroese salnon fishery held in
Dublin, 9-L1 February 1-988.
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The parameters in that nodel for Iceland are:

P in year f,, srnolt production is 58O.OOO

X, catch at high seas is close to O

Loss to hone uater catch 1 6 times X is close to O

Xominal home water catch, y is approximately 5O_OOO

tton-catch fishing mortality is assuned. to be crose to 0

Spawning escapernent, tf is approxinately 5O.OOO

These numbers are average annual nunbers for wird smolts only



Table 1

Total salmon

Year

1966
t967
1968
1969
1970
L97L
L972
1973
L97 4
1975
L97 6
1977
1978
L979
1980
1981
L9A2
1983
1984
1 985

llean Std
Std as t of
95t confid.

catch in Iceland.ic rivers

South and tfest
IceIand

1966 to 1985.

North and East
Iceland

mean
interval

234A9
33955
324A2
27322
39641
48693
4725A
46934
35948
48543
40586
40108
52955
4367 4
35494
30861
27034
3 7 0r_6
2647a
3057 7

37522 A324
22 -2

33762-4L2A2

5255
6548
77AO
7L42

11533
13 261
L6479
L6272
15200
L77 4L
L9047
24467
27623
20554
L6643
L2A99

9818
r_oo5 9

8106
1 0954

13859 5914
42.6

11101-1663 7



Table 2

a) Calculated. number of snolt frorn Icelandic rivers
based on 50 t exploitation rate in the rivers and
20 * return rate from sea-

South and lfest

llean
ltin
!lax

Icel.and

375 -220
337 -620
4L2 -A20

b) Calculated, number of smolt
based on 50 t exploitation rate
15 t return rate from sea-

South and, West Iceland

Itorth and East Iceland

llean 138 . 690
Itin 111. Ol-O
liax 165-370

from Iceland.ic rivers
in the rivers and

t{orth and. East Iceland.

llean
llin
Hax

562.830
506.430
619 - 230

iiean
Ittin
l{ax

208 - O35
166 - 515
249.555

c) Calculated nunber of smolt from Icelandic rivers
based on 50 t exploitation rate in the rivers and
10 t return rate from sea-

South and ttest lceland.

llean 7 50 .44O
Itin 675 -24O
l{ax 825.640

North and East Iceland

l{ean 277 -3AO
llin 222.O2O
llax 332 -7 40

ltin- and max- values were calculated from 95
intervals of catshes -

underrined numbers were used to calculate the smolt
of the country.

* confidence

production
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